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FADE IN:

EXT. SEASIDE HOUSE – DAY

It is set in the top of a hill. An very inclined place nearby the edge of a cliff.

A car just arrived.

CARL VADER, 30, in a black coat gets out in a hurry leaving the door opened.

    CARL
    Hi, Tony!
    TONY (OS)
    Hi, Mr. Vader!

A child plays around with a puppet.

    CARL
    Take care, Billy.
    BILLY
    Okay...

Carl gets in the house as Billy approaches the Carl’s car.

Billy scans inside the car.

The key remains in the ignition!

The boy enters the car. He pretends to drive it... His hand goes to the key...

IN. SEASIDE HOUSE – CON’T

Carl is the main room looking for something.

    CARL
    Where did I leave that shit?
    ANNE (OS)
    Are you back, Carl?
    CARL
    Did you see that file, Anne?
    ANNE
    (meeting Carl)
    No, honey...

Suddenly, from out side the house an enormous CRASH is heard!

    CARL
    Oh, my god!

EXT. SEASIDE HOUSE – CON’T

Carl rushes out and becomes surprise when he sees that his
car disappears....
Carl’s car is down the cliff on the rocks tires up.
Under the wreck it is seen a LITTLE HAND!
Anne joins Carl...

    ANNE
    No...
Tony gets out of a crane cabin and joins them...

    TONY
    I’m sorry, Mr. Vader.
Anne seems too incredulous!

    TONY
    For god sake! I did not mean that...I loose the control of crane’s arm and...
    CARL
    I know Billy...
    ANNE
    What a pit. It was so new one...
    CARL
    Don’t worry, dear. We will buy another car with the insurance’s pay...
    BILLY
    Would you get back my puppet down there, dad?
    CARL
    Sure, Billy.
They continue to watch down the cliff where Carl’s car is with tires up on the rocks.

EXT. WRECK – CON’T
Under the wreck the little hand STIRS a little.
Billy’s puppet is safe INSIDE the car without any damage.

EXT. DOWN THE CLIFF – FLASHBACK
A boy is fishing on the rocks. His attention is taking by Carl’s car arriving in the top the cliff.
Carl gets out and compliments someone inside a crane cabin that works beside a house.
Suddenly the crane’s arm gets out of control and hits Carl’s car that moves to the edge...
And falls down on the boy that is fishing.

FADE OUT